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Fond hugs to all our loving mothers; we are forever grateful to your infinite love
WORLD MOTHERS’ DAY MAY 08, 2016

ANOOP EP

EDITORIAL

Dear Mom,
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As I grow older, It become more and more clear to me, how well you have raised me. Every
tough situation that I go through, the love , care and the belief that you have entrusted in
me helps me face and overcome them with confidence. You make me a better human being.
With Love
EP

I am sure if you all write a letter to your mom, the essence of your letter will always be the same as
mine. Let’s close our eyes and remember our beloved Mothers for few seconds. You can feel an enormous amount of calmness brought into our soul.
What every mother have in common, is the power and will to identify the hidden talents and strengths
in their children. It’s that power, which motivate us to become strong and successful.
I believe, Emvigo is mother of many children, mother of every employee that works for her. Emvigo
it’s children to contribute professionally and provide opportunity to grow in their career. Emvigo trust
makes us better professionals.
Let’s give our love back to Emvigo by contributing to our best of the potentials, sincerely , whole head
edly.

Happy Mothers Day Mom !
Happy Mothers Day Emvigo !

MARY MATHEW

POEM

Footprints
We all leave footprints
On the sands of time.
But they aren’t mere imprints
Which stay for sometime.
They are the evidence
Of things past,
They remind future generations
Of our existence.
Though we depart,
To the world unknown
Our footprints should impart
What we had known.
Our dreams, aspirations,
Our desires and ambition
Should all be an inspiration
To break all limitations.
To do the impossible
And show the world at last,
That it is possible
To learn from the past.

ARTICLE ON MOTIVATION

ARTHUR WELLESLY

NEVER EVER GIVE
UP IN LIFE
Life always seems to present us with innumerable challenges and problems on a daily basis. It throws
left hooks when we were expecting right ones; it gives us apples when we desire oranges; it even
presents us with seemingly awful surprises that we weren’t expecting, and it bloats us with unresourceful emotions that tend to tie us down to a life of mediocrity and unhappiness.

we do with what happens to us that determines where we will end up, what we will have, and how we
will be transformed by our experiences.
The words “Give” and “Up” should never be together in our lives.
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YOU ARE TRULY ALIVE AND
YOU CAN

As long as you are alive you have no excuse to say that you can’t. If you put your mind to it, you can
do it.
when we summon the will, they soon become inevitable. - Christopher Reeve
The only valid excuse to give up is that you are dead.

BELIEVE IN
YOUR DREAMS
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When you give up, you give up on yourself. Don’t sell yourself short and don’t let anybody bring you down.
If you can dream it you can do it.
Take the extemporary example of Wright brothers who faced sever ridicule when they tried to make flight
a reality. Everybody laughed at them and told them it was impossible. They proved that the world was
wrong, and now flight is considered as a common means of travel and it has changed the world.

Hold fast to your dreams, for without them life is a broken winged bird that cannot fly.
-Langston Hughes

YOU NEED
TO PROVE IT TO YOURSELF
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You want to prove it to yourself that the world that you can.
Don’t let anything stop you from your goal. True failure isn’t when you miss the mark; but it’s when you
give up. You are more capable and quitting is for losers.

SUCCESS
FEELS GREAT
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There is no better feeling in this world other than knowing that you faced an obstacle and that only
through grit and determination you overcame it and became successful.
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IT COULD CHANGE
FOR THE BETTER

It might be really tough now, but it can all instantly
change. If you keep going at it you never know
Don’t be like the person who dug a well 50m and
gave up justifying that he was digging a dry well.
And the person who came after him dug 1 m and
hit water.

06 FAILURE IS
NORMAL
don’t let anything stop you. Failure is a normal process in life.
It’s not the end but just a stream changing directions before it
I can accept failure, everyone fails at something. But I can't accept not trying. -Michael Jordan

07 THINGS CAN
ONLY GET BETTER
By sticking to your goal and being persistent things can only get better. If you’ve hit rock bottom or feel
you’re on your way down. Remind yourself that with the right amount of hard work what comes down
must go up.
Hard work and determination can get you live loud in life.
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IT’S ALWAYS THE DARKEST
BEFORE DAWN

By sticking to your goal and being persistent things can only get better. If you’ve hit rock bottom or feel
you’re on your way down. Remind yourself that with the right amount of hard work what comes down
must go up.
Hard work and determination can get you live loud in life.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AL AMEEN KH

BOOK REVIEW

"Sometimes great books have deleterious
consequences for other writers, creating footsteps that can’t
be walked in, shade the sun can’t penetrate, expectations that
have no grounds. Gabriel Garcia Marquez’s One Hundred
Years of Solitude crushed the hopes of scores of young Colombian writers, and the spread of magic realism was not exand
because rabbits don’t hide in just anybody’s hat."
– William H Gass, in the essay 'Influence' from A Temple of Texts.

BOOK REVIEW

This is a book of such terrible and heart-breaking beauty that I'm still reeling from the impact. Marquez and
Paulo Coelho were the one of the few writers who tried the path of magical realization in their literature
works and ‘One Hundred years of solitude’ is the greatest examples of how Marquez used the magical
realisation style in his books. One Hundred years of solitude is an epic tragedy following a long line of
familial insanity, but that doesn't stop the people from eating dirt, coming back from the dead, spreading a
plague of contagious insomnia, or children born with pig tail. It's all presented in such a natural light that
you think, "Of course he grows aquatic plants in his false teeth. Now why wouldn't he?"
The story of the book revolve around the Buendia family in a mythical place named Macondo
which like any place in earth where mankind
was promised paradise but destroyed it as only
man could. The story talks about the creation,
growth and destruction of the Macondo through
the eyes of the family members of Buendia in an
epitome of insanity. The Buendia family members are so confusing due to their repetition of
using the same name through their lineage to
the extent that there are 20 main characters
sharing only 4 names.
This was probably common in the South American culture of that era but after getting to the sixth Aurelineo
guy you would rather look for the family tree described in the cover.
It's not an easy read. You’re not going to turn its pages like you would the latest John Grisham and Chetan
Bhagath’s novel or The DaVinci Code. But this book is rather an epic which deals with the sad commentary
on Macondo through Incessant and pointless civil wars which were common in that era with a clear sense
of sarcasm which makes you to read each page, soaking up every word, immersing yourself in the imagery.
If you are a fan of our own Vaikom Muhammad Basheer’s work I can assure that you would like this book
also. The hundred year of solitude is somewhat similar to the Basheer’s books like ‘Pathumayude Aadu and
Vishwa Vikyathanaya Mooku’ in which he used the humour and satire to cloaked the profundity of his observations on life and living whereas maruqez used the satire and humour to explain the dark background of
the civil war and feudalism in the south American society.
To sum up my review I would say that Gabriel Garcia Marquez’s ‘One hundred Years of Solitude’ has been
a great novel experience for me and it broadened my reading horizon to another level and I would recom-

CLUBS N’ ACTIVITIES

Corporate Social
Responsibility

Supported 5 children
with school kit containing notebooks,
bags, pencil box, tiffin box,
umbrella and waterbottle

Actvity 1

em'Arise: an initiative to
encourage the social responsibility
of Emvigo-ians
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A book is a gift you can open again and again.
– Garrison Keillor

As the first step towards intellectual developement, Emvigo proudly presents to you the book club 'Em- Readers'.
Everyone knows that reading is important but have you ever asked yourself why? Reading have tremendous potential when it comes
to fueling the
development of all aspects of linguistics.
The club is divided into six factions so as to make it most effective. For those who are picking a book for the first time will be helped
in making their
first choice. There are much more fun activities and exercises that awaits you.

SANCHIA ALOYSIOUS

IDIOMS

Impressive Idioms for Expressive Speech
Once in a
blue moon
Meaning: Something that happens
very rarely
Usage: Once in a blue moon, I visit
my grandparents’ house.

Blessing in disguise
Meaning: Something good and
useful that did not initially seem
that way
Usage: Selecting Computer
science course was like a
blessing in disguise as he got
a good job.

Mean business
Meaning: Being serious/dedicated
Usage: The border is surrounded
by forces who mean business.

Beating
around the bush
Meaning: Avoiding the topic
Usage: Kiran was beating around
the bush when his mother asked
him to show the report card.

Come hell or
high water
Meaning: Possible obstacles
in your path
Usage: Come hell or high water
this task today.

Apple of
one’s eye

Meaning: Being cherished more
than others
Usage: My brother is the apple
of my mother’s eye.

Feeling a bit
under weather

Meaning: Feeling slightly ill
Usage: I am not going for work
today, as I am feeling a bit under
the weather.

Golden handshake
Meaning: A big sum of money given
to a person when he/she leaves
a company or retires
Usage: My uncle received a golden
handshake of 10 lakhs after
retirement.

Chip on your
shoulder

Meaning: When someone is upset
about something that happened
a while ago
Usage: He has a chip on his
shoulder for being abandoned
by his friends in school days.

Taste of your
medicine

Meaning: When someone receives
the same treatment, usually
negative, that he/she gives to others
Usage: Bad people will surely have
a chance to taste their own
medicines.

Icing on the
cake

Meaning: Something that turns
good into great
Usage: Getting MS in the university
was my dream and scholarship
was like icing on the cake.

Piece of cake

Meaning: Something that is easy”
to do or understand
Usage: For Girish, playing football
is like a piece of cake.

TECH ARTICLE

AJAY S MOORTHY

TAP TO TRANSLATE
Google has introduced a new feature to its Translate app called 'Tap to Translate'. It allows
users to translate text without the need to switch between apps. The new feature is integrated within the Android clipboard, so users only need to copy the text and an option to
translate it will pop up. Google says that the Tap to Translate feature works with all 103
languages in Google Translate and is compatible with any device running Android Jellybean v4.2 or higher.

In addition, Google also announced that Offline Mode for Google Translate will now work
on iOS devices. In order to download languages for offline use, users need to tap the
arrow icon next to the language name. These language packs are about 25MB in size.
Google also announced that it was adding support for Simplified and Traditional Chinese
to its Word Lens feature.

Hearty Welcome

Nittu Josep
h

Al Ameen KH

New Faces of Emvigo
Abhilash SS

Midhun K

Arun S

Birthdays of May

Happy birthday ANU, MIDHUN & SHILPA
Farewell - Deepu K

We wish you ALL THE BEST..

ANAND T

TECH ARTICLE

CHARGE
YOUR PHONE
WITH THE
POWER
OF A PLANT

Arkyne Technologies - A Barcelona based company brought a new idea of charging your smart phones from
a plant. Sounds amazing right? The company’s product, a pot called the Bioo Lite, uses the energy generated by photosynthesis to charge smartphones. It’s an idea scientists have been researching for several years.
Photosynthesis is the process by which sunlight is used to turn CO2, and water into oxygen and organic
compounds. Bacteria in the pot breaks up the compounds, releasing electrons that travel along nanowires.
The resulting electricity powers a typical USB port, where you can plug in your phone or tablet cable.
Arkyne Technologies claims the pot allows up to three charges per day. The plant generates power both day
and night, so users can charge their phones anytime. However, the output of 3.5 volts and 500 milliamps is
actually a little less than matny USB ports. Not all plants produce the same amount of electricity, so cacti
aren’t recommended. Bioo Lite will only work while the plant is alive, which means you have to take care of
your plant.

Mac os has a new name, more continuity
Across devices, and siri

SARATH P UNNI

OS X is now macOS, and this iteration will be called Sierra.
The public beta will launch in July with the final version
coming in the fall. One of the big focuses of the new OS is
continuity across devices. Craig Federighi demonstrated a
feature called Universal Clipboard, which allows users to
copy and paste across multiple Apple devices. You can also
save your Mac desktop to the cloud and access it from a different computer using iCloud drive.
There are other smaller

updates as well, including a storage-saving measure that moves old files to the

cloud and a way to unlock your Mac using your Apple Watch.
Sierra will also bring Siri to the desktop. Siri will be accessible in the dock as well as in the top-right corner
near Spotlight. You’ll be able to use voice commands to find files, search the web, send messages, and
other standard Siri functions.

ARTICLE

LINDA CHARLY

LOVE YOU, MOM
THERE is no love so lasting, so strong, so disinterested ,so unselfish, so devoted as that first and
purest of all loves, a mother's love.
It begins with your birth, and ends with her death. It will follow you through childhood, youth, and
manhood, from the cradle to the grave--if not in reality, in memory; it will stimulate you to every
noble and heroic action you may do, and stop you from anything that’s evil.
The memory of it alone will sweeten many a cup of sorrow in after years, lighten many an hour of
darkness, and the soft music of her voice in gentle accents you will often hear years after she, perhaps, is no more.
You may lose everything in this world, and a mother's love will alone stick by you; you may go
down, down to the lowest depths of shame, be steeped in crime and sin, an rejected from your
fellow beings, when, at the eleventh hour, the memory of your mother and her undying love may
come like a golden cloud, and with all its early strength and warmth, may be the means of pulling
you from the very jaws of hell.
The blessing of having had a good and a kind mother is one blessing unequalled, I may say, by
any other on earth, and your heart will often turn with the tender love to the years when you knew
it, to the scenes where you felt it, long, long after her sweet and gentle voice is hushed in the cold
grave.
Boys and girls, youths and maidens, when about to sin, remember your mother, and break not her
fond heart.

Work Anniversaries
Congrats Girish succesful 2 years with Emvigo
Congrats Mahima & Balu completed 1 year
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